
MORE THAN A NAME. A LEGEND.

The Thompson's well established and sechtded pond, south ofAuckland. Photo: Graham Gum
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HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS

Keith Barnett, Turangi

Sir Peter Elworthy, Timarl
Tony Flexman, Pokeno

Lady Isaac, Christchurch

Stephen Loach, Dunedin

Adrienne Longuet, Wellington
Stewart Morrison. Bahamas

Laurie Piper. Leeston

Horrie Sinclair MBE, Outram

Bill Wilkinson, Wellington

NEW ZEALAND LIFE MEMBERS

Fred Bailey, Auckland
Mrs D. Barnett, Turangi

Euan Bidwell, Taupo

Michael Bourke. Kimbolton
Kerry Butler, Waipawa

Norman Cameron. Waiheke Island

Jim Campbell, Masterlon

Canadian Airlines. Auckland
Les Cleveland. Dunedin

Brendan Coe, Lower Hutt
Mrs M.C. Davison, Wyndham

Equine Nursery, Te Puke

Craig Ewing, Carterton

Alan Fielding, Palmerston North
Brett Fotheringham, Auckland

Alan Gibbs. Auckland

Mr M.R. Grace. Hunterville
Andy Gurney, Featherston

Colleen Hansen. Masterton

Glenys Hansen, Masterton

Graham Henry, Wellington
Mr H. Honnegger, Otaki
Chris Hooson, Martinborough

Dr Michael Hucks, Taupo

Isaac Wildlife Trust. Christchurch

David Johnston. Reporoa

John Lindeman. Auckland
Norman Marsh, Reporoa

Mrs B. McConnell. Auckland
Don McCulloch, Upper Hutt
Brett McDonald, Outram

Marie McEntee, Auckland

Leigh McKinnon, Katikati
Peter Mcl-eod, Christchurch

Ross Meads, Turangi

David Mitchell. Christchurch

Mark Newcomb, Auckland
Alastair Nicholson, Wellington
Ame Nielson. Masterton

Otamaire Tr-ust, Hunterville
Matthew Paku. Masterton

Mr B.M.L. Pearce. Featherston

Mr E.M.W. Pearce. Featherston

Miss O.D. Pearce. Featherston

Mr S.B.L. Pearce, Featherslor

Mr T.G.L. Pearce. Featherston

Pharazyn Trus1, Waikanae

Cheryl Pirani, Albany
Dawn Pirani. Katikatl
Ian Pirani. Katikati
Dave Robinson. Rotorua

John Sax. Auckland

Lois Tapp, Waipu

Munay Tapp, Waipu

Andre Terpstra, Murupara

Mr J.H.D. Ward, Huntly
Whangarei Native Forest & Bird-
Protection Societl. Whangarei

Myles White, Dunedin

Craig Wofih. Hamilton

INTERNATIONAL LIFE
MEMBERS

Tom Anin. U.S.A.

Elton Ball. Australia

Mrs K. Ball, Papua New Guinea

Mr K. Ball, Papua New Guinea

John Belz, U.S.A.

Beatty Burke. U.S.A.

Duncan Campbell, Canada

Mrs Gina Campbell, U.S.A.

Hazard Campbell, U.S.A.

Robert Corrigan, U.S.A.

Al Cromb. Canada

Keri Cromb. Canada

Bill De.Iournett. U.S.A.

Mr & Mrs Dean. U.S.A.

John Egger, U.S.A.

Roberl Ehrlich. U.S.A.

Eugene Engrav, U.S.A.

Pierre Fluyt, U.S.A.

Basil George, Wales

Denton Guthrie. U.S.A.

Mrs Pat Hall. U.S.A.

Gary Harrigan, U.S.A.

James Hulbert. U.S.A.

Garth Jackson. Canada

Tom Jernigan, U.S.A
Donald Kaatz. U.S.A.

Bud Kapil1a, U.S.A.

Mack Kames. U.S.A.

.Iames Konkel. U.S.A.

Omer Long, U.S.A.

Ken Lowry, Australia
Jean Luxford. U.S.A.

Mr & Mrs Middleton. U.S.A.

Barry Morison, Canada

Herb Moulding, Canada

Andrew Nelson. U.S.A
Mr & Mrs Nolan. U.S.A.

Mr & Mrs Nugent, U.S.A.

Tom Pearman, U.S.A.

John Pittenger, U.S.A.

Dr Tony Reiger. U.S.A.

Ward & Sis Reilly, U.S.A.

Edwin Roberts. ll.S.A.
Don & Barb Rollins. U.S.A.

Paul Roman. U.S.A.

Dr Duncan Sinclair. Canada

Clark & Barbara Splinger, U.S.A.

Robert Strahs. U.S.A.

Charles Thomas. U.S.A.

Richald Trethewey, Canada

John Walker. U.S.A.

Ebe Walter. U.S.A.

Thomas Williams III. U.S.A.

MrW.D. Wdght, U.S.A.

INSIGHT
Alan Wilks

President

I take pleasure in welcoming two directors to the board, both from the

Waikato. Dale Stevens and Craig Worth were elected at the AGM and both

have considerable business management experience, Dale as General

Manager of Rural Post, and Craig with his own company. Craig has been

a member since 1975 and follows his father, Jack, who served as a director

from the establishment of DU. Is this what is meant by the DU family?

It is with sorow that I record that Ian Lyver did not seek nomination to

continue as a director. Ian was a board member for three years and. in

addition to his valuable accountancy skills, his contribution to meetings

will be missed by us all.

By the time you receive this "Flight" tenders for the Pearce Wetlands will
have closed. The property was advertised duringAugust and September

and tender documents were requested by a surprisingly large number of
individuals and organisations. Ifwe accept a tender, and conclude a sale,

we will look forward to being able to invest in further wetland conservation.

As you will be aware by now, my main aim during my term as President is

to increase membership. I intend to mention this in every Insight I write to

keep you up to date with our progress towards our goal of 2700 members.

We are about to commence the trials for a major recruitment progralnme

which we have funded through generous donations received from our Life
and Sponsor Members who have given us their support. Our plan is to

conduct a series of direct mailings to the rural sector using a specially

designed brochure.

Initially, we will produce 10,000 brochures and will deliver them to a cross

section of farmers and rural residents on 1 6 rural deliveries in both chapter

and non chapter a.reas. These trials will allow us to judge which type of
R.D. is the most effective, and will hopefully foreshadow a much larger

full scale programme. Our break even response rate is only l.2Vo, andwe

are Qonfident we will have positive news in the next issue of "Flight".

The board has also begun investigating the establishment of three new

chapters. We have identified key members in potential areas and are working

with them to get the ball rolling. I will keep you informed of our progress.

SPECIAL FEATURES
1995/96 Annual Accounts

The Andrew Dixon MacMaster

Trophy
by Alan.Wilks

@
Foreman's Reserve at Tannery

Corner
by AlanWilks

@
1996 Annual Conference

IM
DowElanco and Ducks Unlimited;

A Partnership for Blue Duck

Conservation
by Dr Grant Dumbell

and David Smith

The Simplicity Waterfowl

Feeder

by Roger Brooks
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Insight

DU News
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OUR MISSION

We are a voluntory membership based society dedicated to the
conservation of New Zealand wetlands through:

- wetland restoration and development
- consertation programmes for threatened waterfowl
- advocacy and education of wetland vaLues.

By these tnea.ns v)e seek to ensure the ethicaL and sustainable
use of wetland resources by all existing a.ndfuture users.

Cover Photo: Canadian Geese about to Land. Photo Scott Neilsen.

Flight is published by:
DUCKS UNLIMITED NEW ZEALAND INC. ISSN 1173-2776
P.O. Box 9795, Newmarket, Auckland, New Zealand.
Editor: Carolyn Hooson Design: BSP Design Printer: Lithographic Services

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Co-Patrons

President:
Chairman:
Vice President:
Executive Director:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Directors:

Lady Isaac, osn, Christchurch
Norman Marsh, Reporoa
AlanWilks, Greytown
David Smith, rrn, Auckland
Graham Gurr, Auckland
Dr Grant Dumbell, nn.n, Auckland
Carolyn Hooson, Wairarapa
Glenys Hansen, Eketahuna
William Abel, Wellington
Ken Cook, Palmerston North
David Johnston, Reporoa
Dale Stevens, Cambridge
CraigWorth, Hamilton
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DU I{e
PEARCE WETLANDS MANAGEMENT PLAN

We have been advised by the Queen
Elizabeth II National Trust that the
management plan for the PearceWetlands

has now been approved by the Board of
Trustees. This plan is a requirement of
the Open Space Covenant and is the last

piece in the puzzle to complete thejob of
giving perpetual protection to the Pearce

Wetlands.

Ducks Unlimited is extremely grateful to

John Bishop from the QEII National Trust

who has freely provided his wealth of land

management experience to assist us with
the formulation and approval of the plan.

If any member would like to receive a

copy ofthe plan, please contact us at P.O.

Box 9795, Newmarket, Auckland.

BLUE DUCK TRANSFERRED TO AUCKLAND

200

After a month in quarantine, a pair of Blue

Duck were released into the huge free-

flight aviary at Auckland Zoo during
August. These birds have been housed

by Ron Munro for the last several years,

but have not yet bred. As Ron had two
pairs of Blue Duck, there was the
possibility that their close proximity may

prevent both pairs from breeding, so the

older pair were moved north where
hopefully the new surroundings will
stimulate them to breed. While there are

other waterfowl in the aviary, there are

no other Blue Ducks nearby.

The release was undertaken by David
Smith, "Operation Whio" Project
Supervisor, and Martin Bell from the zoo,

in front of newspaper and television
reporters. We were also pleased to have

a representative from DowElanco prespnt

following their significant sponsorship of
"Operation Whio" as featured in this issue

of "Flight".

BLUE DUCK TO BE SENT TO UK

"Operation Whio" has recently received

an export authority from the Department

of Conservation to transfer three male

Blue Duck to theWildfowl andWetlands

Trust in Britain. WWT have had Blue

Duck since 1986 when two pairs were

transferred to the UK to establish the birds

in the largest collection of waterfowl rn

the world, and to provide an international

safe haven for Blue Ducks should
anything catastrophic happen here in New

Zealand. Over the past 10 years WWT
have successfully bred Blue Duck on a
number of occasions.

Through the work that DU has now done

to understand the family histories of the

BIue Duck in captivity it has become

apparent that of the two pairs which were

sent to Britain, the two males were
brothers. As a result, the international

captive management programme would
be doomed to eventually suffer from
inbreeding depression should no further
genetic stock be available to provide

outcrosses for the UK birds.

We are currently working with Tony
Richardson from W-WT to carry out this

transfer before the end of the year to allow
the males to acclimatise in Britain before

the start of the northern hemisphere

breeding season sometime after March.

The transfer will not significantly impact

the New Zealand captive management

progrimrme as we currently hold a surplus

of male birds, including full brothers of
the birds which will travel to the UK.

BROWN TEAL FUNDING

Ducks Unlimitedhas been successful with
its application to the Lotteries
Commission for funds to undertake a

survey ofthe Chatham Islands to ascertain

their suitability as a release site for an

attempt to reestablishment a population

of Brown Teal. The Chatharn Islands

were home to BrownTeal until early this

century, however they became extinct
sometime around 1910.

A visit to the islands is being planned for
this summer to look for suitable habitat

and to consult with the local community.

If a release is feasible, an application for
funding to undertake a series ofreleases

David Smith and Martin Bell with the pair of Blue Duck tunt re sitlett at Auckland Zoo.

Photo: Grant Dumbell

organisations, which date back more than

40 years.

Created in October 1995 and launched at

the February 1996 International
Conference on Wetlands and

Development in Ma$ysia, Wetlands
lntemational is a non-profit organisation

govemed by a global Board, comprising

representatives of 45 member countries,

international organisations and wetlands

specialists.

The basic mission of the organisation is

"To sustain and restore wetlands, their
resources and biodiversity for future
generations through research, information

exchange and conservation activities
worldwide."

Ducks Unlimited has been a membu of
IWRB for a number of years and while
New Zealand is not a member country,

you can become involved by contacting

Wetlands Intemational directly c/- IWRB,
Slimbridge, Glouster GL2 7BX, England,

Fax0044-1453-890697.

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

An abridged version ofthe audited Ducks

Unlimited annual financial statements for
the year to 31 March 1996 is printed on

page 6. Should any member wish to
receive a complete set ofaccounts, please

write to P.O. Box 9795, Newmarket,
Auckland. We apologise for the lateness

of their publication.

will then be made. Once funding is in
hand, an application will be made to
transfer birds to the islands for release.

U.S. WETLAND BIOLOGISTS VISIT

During June, DU was able to host a visit
by 30 wetland biologists and partners

from the United States. This visit was

led by DrAlan Wentz, DU Inc's Director
of Conservation from head office in
Memphis, Tennessee. The programme

was arranged through an international
exchange visit organisation and travel was

coordinated by Thomas Cook.

We handled all the programme

arrangements, which included two half
days of seminars featuring speakers from
DUNZ, DoC, AucklandAVaikato Fish and

Game Council. Miranda Naturalists Trust

and the Manukau Harbour Protection
Society. A number of the visitors also

spoke of their work in the US, including
wetland restoration projects in Hawaii.

Time was also spent on field visits which

included parls of the Manukau Harbour,

the Firth of Thames and the
Whangamarino Wetland. Atrip to Tiritiri
Matangi Island had to be cancelled and

replaced with an overview of the Kaipara

Harbour, due to bad weather.

Following the three day programme Alan
Wentz and Andy Engilis from DU Inc's
Western Regional office in Sacramento,

California, stayed on to meet the DU
board and, accompanied by our Executive

Director. met *'ith both DoC and the NZ
Fish and Game Council.

Alan and Andy returned to the US for
some sufllmer weather, and missed the Mt
Ruapehu fireworks by just one week - the

third time that Alan's presence during a
visit to an area has preceded major
geologic activity. Thankfully the other

two times happened in NorthAmerica.

WETLANDS INTERNATIONAL

The Intemational Waterfbwl and Wetlands

Research Bureau (IWRB), the Asian
Wetland Bureau (AWB) and Wetlands for
the Americas (WA) have consolidated and

joined forces under the one name of
Wetlands lnternational. The formation of
Wetlands Intemational draws together and

builds upon the strengths and

achievements of these three founding

Some of the Citiz.en Ambassador wetland delegates enjoying the winter sunshine on a visit to the

Whangamarino wetland. Photo: Grant Dumbell

11 - ljJuly 1997

Woipuno Internotionol

Hotel ond Conference (enlre

Auckland

Moke o note of the dotes NOW

Enioy o visitto the Queens City

Fullweekend progromme

being orgonised

Limited Eorlybird

Regi$rotions Are Avoiloble

Con[erence Regisholion

$50.00 per person

Accommodotion

$145.00 per room per night

Send gour regrstration to

David Smith
1997 Conference Convener
P.O. Box 9795
Newmarket
Auckland
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EASTWOOD BOI]RKE
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AUDIT REPORT
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Brandon Intetmediate students at their xetkutd pro.ject. Photo: Alan Wilks

By AlanWilks

Starting fromthe southern end, whichhad

a small amount of native regrowth,
students have filled in spaces and

extended the boundaries of this bush for
a distance of approximately 400 metres,

as well as from the top of the bank to the

flats around the edges of the lakes and

waterways. Gorse has been spot sprayed

and is now almost nonexistent in the area.

In 1990 Brandon Intermediate began to

develop the wetland, upstream from the

lakes, into a flax swamp to improve the

aesthetic aspects ofthe area, reduce much

of the silt that was filling the lakes, and

provide a resource for local weavers.

About a third of this area is now coveted

in flax so several years work still lies

ahead. The latest development is the

planting of several Kahikatea in the

swamp area. Recently, more flax plants

and native grasses have been made

available to the school and will be planted

this season.

The whole area is a credit to Brandon

Intermediate, and particularly to staff
member John Hodges for his enthusiasm

and vision, and it gave Ducks Unlimited
great pleasure to award Brandon
Intermediate the 1996 Andrew Dixon

MacMaster Trophy for a Youth
Conservation Project, and to present a

cheque for $360 (US$250) to further the

school's wetland planting programme.

This award was established and is funded

by retired American teacher, and DUNZ
Life Member, Dr Tony Reiger, in memory

of his father-in-law. Tony provided the

trophy to encourage sfudent involvement

in wetland conservation, and DUNZ is

indebted for his support to assist us in

conservation education in New Zealand

schools. (}

During the last few months. we have

visited a number ol schools in the

Manawatu, Wellington and Hawkes Bay

areas to assess their wetland associated

conservation proj ects. Without question,

the ongoing work that Brandon

Intermediate School is involved with at

Cannons Creek, Porirua, is worthy of
recognition.

On their western boundary a steep bank

slopes from the school to the Cannons

Creek Lake Reserve and until 10 years

ago this was covered in gorse. Since then

the school has planted the slopes with
native bush.
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DUCKS UNLIMITM NE]WZEAIANID INC.
F*ffitw"!""6f

E *t, I wish to join Ducks Unlimited as a member ! tl"ur" send me further information, I may join later.

charge mr VISA / MASTERCARD No:

Please renew my membership each year and charge my credit card..........'..'....YES / NO

ALL DONATIONS TO DUCKS UNLIMITED NEW ZEALAND INC.ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE

First Name
t

Surniime Phone

n
tr

Contributor$ 016)(under
Silver$60 SponsorSponsor

Membership is available in seven categories:

Signature:

Please find my cheque attached.

$35 Family E Sso Life (one payment )
$125 GoldSponsor [ $250

donation of $ 

- 

is also enclosed.
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Tannery Comer, named for the tannery

which once stood there, is just north of
Carterton, and has an interesting history.

In 1978, Melvin Pike, a Carterton DU
member, was engaged to drain what was

then a swamp. Since then, Melvin has

realised the value of weflands and four
years ago he asked the owner if he could

restore the wetland, known as Foreman's

Reserve, by building two dams.

Mr Foreman agreed, and paid for the bulk
of the earthworks, with added input from
Melvin and DU. Melvin also gained

support from local businesses who
donated fuel and digger time. The

Carterton
DistrictCouncil
donated 200
trees and these

were planted
two years ago

by the
Eketahuna
Chapter. Since

then the Masterton YMCA Wetland
Conservation Corps have also planted

locally propagated kahikatea.

With donated posts, 22 grey teal nest

boxes have been erected and last year

every one was used. Twelve clutches of
Shoveler were raised on the wetland and

this August, Black Swan had young
cygnets. The nest boxes were used again.

The District Council recently nominated

the wetland for the Wellington Region

Environmental Award and it was selected

as a finalist. DU was invited to the

Beehive for the award ceremony, and

although we didn't win. Eketahuna
Chapter Chairman Ross Cottle was

presented with a certificate ofrecognition
by Simon Upton, the Minister of
Conservation.

Other finalists were a Girl Guide group,

with a recycling prograrnme, the Karori
Reservoir Trust, a couple who have

cleared their bush block of possums and

are now regenerating native trees, two
Forest and Bird members who are

growing native trees for conservation, and

the winner, Brandon Intermediate School,

for their wetland restoration prograrnme.

DU has recently recognised Brandon
Intermediate with the Andrew Dixon
MacMaster Trophy as reported on page 7

of this issue of "Flight".

Melvin Pike and Ros.s Coxle at the Beehive after
receiving a certificate oJ ret:ognition from the

Minister Photo: Alon Wilks.

Thanks to a hardworking band of
members and Conference Convener Ross

Cottle. the Annual Conference. held in
July at the Solway Park Travelodge in
Masterton, was enjoyed by everyone

attending. The social gathering onFriday
evening \ as a Breat succesl gi\ ing
members the opportunity to get together

and to meet with friends.

On Saturday morning about 15 people

visited the National Wildlife Centre to see

the rare flightless Campbell Island Teal

while 30 people visited Jan and Bill
Clinton-Baker's garden and wetland for
a delicious lunch. The afternoon AGM
was well attended and included an address

by Geoff Reid about the Resource
Management Act. This was replied to

by Ian Buchanan from Wellington
Regional Council and David Bishop from
DoC. These speakers created much
interest and discussion could have gone

on all night.

The dinner and auction were outstanding

with 133 people present. plus excellent

food and auction items. Auctioneer Paul

Percy provided great entertainment and

we are grateful to him, and to local
memberAlan Drury who canvassed local
businesses and received donations of over

50 auction items. Overall the evening

raised $8,100, well above budget.

On "Sunday we enjoyed a planting
presentation from Bud Jones before the

weekend's activities concluded around

midday. DU thanks everybody who made

the weekend such a success, including
everyone who donated fundraising items,

especially Canadian Airlines who safely

delivered our DU Canada goods.

ABRIDGED MINUTES OF THE 22nd

DUCKS UNLIMITED ANNUAL
GENERALMEETING.
Immediate Past President, David Smith,

opened the 1996 AGM at 2pm, and

welcomed everyone in attendance.
Apologies were received and recorded

from 72 members. David then drew
attention to the minutes of the 1995 AGM
as summarised in Issue 85 of "Flight".
These were approved on the motion of
Diane Pritt and Nancy Payne.

David Smith presented his 1995/96
President's Report as printed in Issue 88

of "Flight" and expanded on the
background to the gifting of the Sinclair
Wetlands to DU by Horrie Sinclair.
David's report was accepted on the

motion of Murray Tapp and Diane Pritt
before David handed the chair to the

incumbent President, Alan Wilks who
thanked David for his substantial work
and effort during his term as President.

The Treasurer, Glenys Hansen informed
the meeting that due to deadline
difficulties the annual accounts were not

available as the audit was not complete.

Abridged accounts will be included in

Geoff Reid speaking on the Resource Management Act.

Neil Cand1, from the Manctn'atu Chapter accepts the

Chapter Challenge from the President, Alan Wilks.

Past President lan Pirani presenting the Bill
Barrett Trophy.to Diane Pritt.

Issue 89 of "Flight", with full copies

available on request. Glenys
recommdnded Eastwood Bourke be

reappointed as auditor.This was accepted

on the motion of Ian Lyver and Ross

Cottle.

Four directors were elected from the floor.

David Johnston and Ken Cook were

reappointed on the motion of Nancy
Payne and David Smith, while Dale
Stevens and Craig Worth were elected on

the motion of Ian Pirani and Diane Pritt.
ai:w

The Executive Director summarised his

report as printed in "Flight" Issue 88 and

answered questions regarding the
proposal to survey the Chatham Islands

as a possible Brown Teal release site and

DU's strategy to increase membership.

The meeting vigorously discussed DU's
role with captive management
programmes and the relationship with
DoC. The point was made that DU should

concenhate on wetland habitat and should

not curtail this in favour of endaagered

species programmes, especially when

these were difficult to advance. The

President pointed out that endangered

waterfowl were part of the DU mission

and reinforced the progress being made,

despite frustrations.

Carolyn Hooson presented the Editor's
Report, Project Supervisor's presented

their reports (Ken Cook, "Operation
Wetlands"; Alan Wilks, Pearce Wetlands

and "Operation Pateke"; David Smith,
"Operation Whio"; David Johnston,
"Operation Royal Swan") and answered

questions. The sale of the Pearce

Wetlands was the subject of a number of
positive comnents.

Before the meeting took a break, a number

of presentations were made. The
President presented the NZ Fish and

Game Council with $36,000 being tunds

received from DU Inc for US sales of NZ
Duck Stamps on behalf ol the Gamebird

Habitat Trust. Certificates of
Appreciation were presented to David
Smith as Immediate Past President, and

Ian Lyver following his retirement from
the board.

There being no General Business, the

meeting heard three addresses regarding

the Resource ManagementAct. Speakers

were Geoff Reid, a local membeq Ian

Buchanan from Wellington Regional
Council, and David Bishop from DoC,

each with a different perspective.
Discussion continued until the President

closed the meeting at 5pm.

The wetlandJrom the

rest Lrea acrutss the

road. Photo:
Petervere-Jones

The Foreman family have recently put a

QEtr NationalTrust Open Space covenant

on their wetland and this will protect it
for all time. This project has been a very
productive partnership between the
landowner, DU, and, above all, Melvin
Pike who has been the driving force
behind the project with his considerable

contacts and keen interest in wetland
conservation. We are indebted to the

Foreman family, and to Melvin who was

also responsible for the magnificent sign

which proclaims to travellers on SH2 that

this is a DU project.

1
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A Practical Guide for landowners
by Tim Porteous

An essential guide forthose managing
restorlng or oeating areas ofnative foresl
o Animal control and eradication techniques.

o Weed identification and conhol methods.
(Colour identification photos and detailed
control methods for over 40 common
problem weeds ofnative forests.)

o Revegetation principles and techniques.

o Propagatingnativeplants. (Seedcollection,

cleaning and teatrnent sqgestions for
over 60 common native tees and shrubs.)

o Site preparation and planting techniques.

. Post-plantingteatnents.

A5,wire spiralbound and plastic laminated
cover for easy use in the feld, the handbook
contains over 200 pages oftechnical
information and advice. It includes 86 black
and white and 46 colour photos and 11 line
drawings. Price $29.95.
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Native Forest
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DowElanco and

DUCKS UNLI MITED:
A Portnership For Blue Duck Conservotion

A breeding pair of Bltte Dtrck at Melvin Pike's near Carterton

The result is that Blue Duck numbers have

probably been reduced below 4-5000

birds living in the wild. Of more concem

is their: range which has contracted into

the head waters of many rivers, with the

resuit it has become discontinuous. The

average population size is now very 1ow

which increases the chances ofextinction

for any one population through the effects

of one catastrophic event. This was

accurately recorded on the Manganui-a-

te-ao River during the early 1980's when

a volcanic lahar decimated the resident

population of birds which then took more

than a decade to recover.

In spite of the difficulties of gaining an

accurate picture ofthe distribution ofBlue

Duck, the evidence supports their
categorisation as one of the world's
endangered waterfowl. In the North
Island, Blue Duck are now only found on

the western side of the volcanic plateau

and along the axial ranges from the

Ruahines norlh to the East Cape region.

In the South Island they are found on the

westerx side of the Main Divide, in Noth
West Nelson and Fiordland. There are

only remnant populations sti1l persisting

in Canterbury and Otago, a situation

which contrasts with an hiltoric range

which stretched into the lowlands, and in

some cases, all the way to sea level.

BACKGROUND TO'OPERATION WHIO"

DU has been involved with the

conservation of Blue Duck for much of
its 22 year history. [n the early years DU

give support to several visiting researchers

who studied the birds ecology and

behaviour. DU also supported attempts

by a Churchill Fellow from Britain's
Wildfowl Trust to collect fertile eggs for
export to Britain, while DU members

undertook early attempts to understand

the aviculture of Blue Duck, despite the

very low number ofbirds available.

Prior to 1988, probably the most

significant achievement for "Operation

Whio" was gaining approval to export two

breeding pairs ofbirds to Sir Peter Scott's

Wildfowi Trust in Britain. This
established Blue Duck in the largest

collection of waterfowl in the world and

led to the birds being successfully bred

in captivity. Blue Duck were eventually

transferred to at least tlnee of the Trust's

centres for breeding and display to the

visiting public.

"Operation Whio" took a great leap

forward in .l 988 when DoC held a

comprehenrive seminar to bring together

everyone interested in Blue Duck
conservation. From this came the first
integrated strategy to coordinate Blue

Duck conservation and as part of this DU

was charged with captive management

through the establishment and suppoft of
the Blue Duck Captive Breeding Group.

The Blue Duck Conservation Strategy

was a forerunner to DoC's species

recovery plans and had a four year life
from 1988 to 1992. This was meant to be

replaced with a formal Blue Duck
Recovery PIan, however, this has not yet

occurred. Accordingly, "Operation
Whio" risks becoming dislocated from the

field conservation activities the captive

management programme was meant to

supply birds to for release into the rvild.

Over the past several years DU has not

had the financial resources to develop
"Operation Whio" to address this
difficulty. DowElanco's support of
"Operation Whio" represents a new dawn

for the project and has allowed the

planning and prioritisation of future

activities to ensure that "Operation Whio"

makes the largest possible contribution to

Blue Duck conservation.

.OPERATION 
WHIO' ACHIEVEMENTS

Since DU's involvement with Blue Duck

conservation was formalised with the

1988 strategy, the following highlights
have been achieved:

- 

establishmentandmaintenanceof

the Blue Duck Captive Breeding Group

with representation from DOC and Blue

Duck breeders;

- 

placement of all captive birds

within DU's network of breeders;

- 

expansion of the captive
population from 1l pairs to 18 pairs;

r establishment of a stud book to
guide the management of the captive
population;

r upto sevenducKingsbredin any

one year;

- 

collation of data on the captive

breeding performance of Blue Duck;

E financial and logistical support

for Massey University research

investigating feeding competition
between Blue Duck and trout;

- 

publication and distribution of a
Blue Duck information pamphlet;

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF "OPERATION

WHIO"

"Operation Whio" has so far been

developed through the goodwiJl ofcaptive

breeders, and others, who have provided

aviary space and have met operating costs,

such as feed and transport, at no cost to

DU. DowElanco's support of Blue Duck

will allow this to change as it provides

"Operation Whio" with an annual income

from The New Zealand Waterfowl And

Wetlands Trust.

In its curent form, "Operation Whio" is

solely an ex-situ captive management

programme which lacks an in-situ
recovery programme. Moving beyond

this limitation must be a prioritl as

without recovery initiatives in the field,

further expansion of the captive
management programme will lead to an

annual production ofjuvenile birds whose

benefits to BIue Duck conservation will
not be maximised. Any field based

programme must contain hab'itat and

research elements as it is only by
integrating these that new Blue Duck
populations can be established.

Advocacy and education is the third eLrea

of potential development for "Operation

Whio". BIue Duck are seen by many

users ofthe back country. howeveq many

of these people do not realise the birds

are endangered. On the other hand there

are many other New Zealanders who are

simply not aware of Blue Duck. Ensuring

that advocacy and education has a role in
"Operation Whio" will lead to a wider

base of suppol't for the programme, and

ultimately to an even greater resource

base. In turn, this will allow further

expansion of the programme to undertake

tasks which cannot yet be contemplated.

KEY CAPTIVE MANAGEMENT TASKS

Coordinate a captive management

seminar to bring together the collective

experience of breeders, including
representation from the Wildfowl and

Wetlands Trust in Britainl

r Ensure the genetic viability of the

British captive population through the

export of additional unrelated male birds;
E Completeindividualbirdlifetime

breeding histories from existing archive

information and add this to the stud book

- 

Transfer the current manual stud

book into a computerised format, such as

the SPARKS (Smal1 Population Animal
Record Keeping System) programme;

- 

Develop andimplementacaptive

management research programme to
develop a successful dietary regime and

seek answers to the low level of
productivity from the captive
management progrirrrrme:

I Review the changing
demographics of the captive population;

- 

Develop, write, and seekapproval

for a Blue Duck captive management

plan, and a husbandry manual, according

to approved DoC guidelines.

KEY RECOVERY AND RESEARCH TASKS

r Develop arelease strategy;

r Liaise with DoC to identify
potential release sites for captive bred

birds, including an assessment of
opportunities for further releases onto Mt
Taranakil

r- Consider habitat enhancement

The Manganui-a-te-ao RiverJlo*-ing o./f the

western side of Mt Ruapehu, the site of Kerry
Oates Blue Duck predator control pro.ject.

Photo: Grant Dumbell

INTRODUCTION

In May 1995. John Bishop, the General

Manager of DowElanco, announced to the

Board of Ducks Unlimited that
DowElanco would support DU's
"Operation Whio" by making a $20,000

contribution over two years to the BIue

Duck capital account r,vithin The New

Zealand Waterfowl And Wetlands Trust.

This announcement signalled the

establishment of the largest donation to

Blue Duck conservation yet achieved in

New Zealand.

DowElanco's donation to The New

Zealand Waterfowl And Wetlands Trust

ensures that "Operation Whio" now has

a significantly enlarged, and dedicated.

annual income which is secure in the very

long term. This is achieved through the

Trust's status as a charitable capital trust

whose sole beneficiary is DU.

BLUE DUCKASAN ENDANGEBED SPECIES

The endemic Blue Duck is a most unusual

member of the worldwide family of
waterfowl. It has no obvious close

relatives and is one of only a handful of
ducks to inhabit swift flowing rivers. The

only others are the Toffent Duck of South

America and the Harlequin Duck of North

America and Eastern Asia.

During the past century, Blue Duck have

faced a range of environmental pressures

which have caused a severe contraction

in both their range and numbers. The

development ofthe lowlands has seen the

destruction of forested riverbanks rvhile

the construction of large scale

hydroelectric schemes has dammed many

wild rivers and 1ed to the diversion of
water away from others. Flood protection

measures, such as channelling and other

river training works, have severely

modilied lhe character of many rivers

while the introduction oftrout has brought

BIue Duck into direct contact with a

potential food competitor. Siltation of
rivers also impacts fbod availability while

introduced mammalian predators have

reduced numbers through direct predation

ol adullr. and a reduction in nesting

success.

ru]1;rr, ,11;rr,
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and protection needs on private land at

sites both adjacent to and remote from

existing Blue Duck populations and link
with the release strategy;

Compile a Blue Duck habitat

strategy, to compliment actions proposed

in the BIue Duck Recovery P1an, for
implementation when resources al1ow.

RECENT PROGRESS

The current financial year is the first year

in which the full benefits of DowElanco's

donation will be received by DU, and

already a number of progressive
developments have begun. The first of
these is DU support for a major predator

control programme being undertaken by

DU member Kerry Oates on the

Manganui-a-te-ao River near Ohakune.

This is budgeted to cost about $20,000

and DU has been able to provide $1,000

assistance towards this innovative eight

and a half month project, the results of
which will be particularly relevant to the

development of a release strategy.

Kerry began studying Blue Duck in 1986

and since 1991 has recorded a rapid

decline in both adult survival and

A Fenn Trap station baited tlith a fresh egg.

Photo: Grant Dumbell

productivity per pair. Kerry has put this

down to a combination of three factors

including the age of the adults attempting

to breed, spring floods destroying nests,

and predation. He is now undertaking a

large predator control programme to

gauge the effects of predators.

This involves Kerry setting 200 Fenn

Traps every night at 150 trap sites along

about 18 km of river bank on both the

Manganui-a-te-ao and the Makatote

Rivers near State Highway 4. Each is

baited with an egg and between February

and June, Kerry caught 56 stoats , l2l rats,

20 possums and 9 other animals.
However, there were no ferrets or weasels

caught, which, along with last summer

being a year in which the beech forest

seeded heavily, suggests that predator

populations are higher this year than

others.

By trapping for such a long period before

the Blue Duckbreeding season Kerry will
not only identify which predators are

present, he will get an indication of their

population sizes as they go through the

winter, and will be able to judge the

,J;"X.,O"O removal has on breeding

DU has also recently received permission

from DoC to export three additional male

birds to the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust

in Britain. This has become necessary

because it is now known that when the

original birds were sent to Britain in 1986,

the two males that went were brothers.

As a result, the international breeding

programme was always going to be

limited and would eventually suffer

inbreeding depression.

This export will have virtually no impact

on the New Zealand captive management

programme as there are surplus male birds

in New Zealand, including very close

relatives of the males which will travel to

the UK. It is planned to complete this

important transfer before the end of the

year so the males can be paired in Britain

in time for the northern hemisphere

breeding season which begins sometime

around March. DU is also looking
forward to having input from the

Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust as part of
the planned Blue Duck caPtive

Simpliciqy
WATERFOWL

FEEDER

The

By Roger Brooks

Some time ago I was given a homemade

grain dispenser which is so simple I've
called it the Simplicity feeder. .It really

works and I thought members would be

interested in its design.

All that is needed is a 10 litre plastic paint

bucket with lid, an empty plastic
lemonade bottle or something similar,

four pop rivets or screws and a bit of wire.

A couple of stakes and a short piece of
rod to hang the feeder on will complete

your Simplicity feeder.

To assemble the Simplicity feeder simply

follow these steps:

E Cut an 80mm square hole in the

centre of the bottom of the bucket.

E Cutthethreadedpieceoffthetop
ofthe plastic bottle.

E Cutfour small triangles out of the

sidewall of the plastic bottle right at the

bottom of the bottle then cut the bottom

off the bottle by cutting around the

sidewall45mm up from the bottom. Drill

f Younowhaveapaintbucketwith
the top of a plastic bottle sticking out the

bottom. Hang the bucket from its handle

so you can easily complete the next step.

ll Thread two parallel wires through

the holes in the shoulderyf the bottle and

bend them downwards. Attach the cut-

off bottom piece so it hangs underneath

the neck of the bottle ensuring there is

sufficient gap to allow feed to flow
through the neck of the bottle and into

the suspended feeding tray.

After a camouflaging coat of paint on the

bucket your Simplicity feeder is now
ready for installation in the field. Mount

it so the feeding tray is about 20cm above

the water. It can be mounted higher for
geese and swan.

When it's fi1led with grain the birds peck

at the clear bottom container and the feed

trickles out. But beware - if left empty

they will rip it to pieces. Take my word
for it, this feeder works.

David Smith presenting Kerry Oates with a

Du cheque for $1000 as our contribution to
his project. Photo: Grant Dumbell

management seminar as this will reinforce

the tru1y international face of "Operation

Whio".

SUMMARY

DowElanco's support for "Operation

Whio", through a $20,000 contribution to

The New Zealand Waterfowl And
Wetlands Trust, is the largest single

contribution to Blue Duck conservation

and is delivering immediate benefits to the

programme. The Board of Ducks

Unlimited and the Trustees of The New

Zealand Waterfowl And Wetlands Trust

are extremely grateful for the support

which the company has provided.

In the short term, DU will focus on the

captive management tasks, especially the

captive management seminar. In the

longertermthis focus will widen to ensure

that the recovery and research tasks, and

the advocacy and education tasks, are

undertaken as and when needed to

transform "Operation Whio" from a

narrowly focussed ex-situ programme to

an integrated conservation progralnme

able to lie alongside and complement

DoC's own Blue Duck recovery
programme. Then "Operation Whio" will
be a meaningful partnership for Blue

Duck conservation in every sense.

The completed Simplicity feeder ready for
in.staLlation.

four small holes equidistant around the

cut edge of this bottom piece.

f Make four 50mm vertical cuts

equidistant around the wall of the bottle

from where the bottom section was

removed. Invert the bottle through the

hole in the bucket. Bend the 50mm cut

segments outward and rivet or screw them

to the bottom of the bucket.

E Drill fourholes inthe shoulder of
the bottle to match those in the cut-off

bottom piece.

(}

DUCKS UNI,IMITED

FTELD fileN

CAPE BARREN
GEE,SE

For Sale

BREEDINC PAIRS & JUVENILES

MUST BE COLLECTED EX PROPERTY

CONTACT PAUL PIRANI
PHONEAUCKLAND 09 415 9881

SUPPORT
"OPERATION

WHIO"

Purchase a unique limited
e dit ion P attl M a rl in son

lrt prinl. These unframed

prints are numbered and

signed b-,- the artist.

$45 each

incl post and pack

Ideal Christmas giJt

6fihq/,t
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6flhqht

KEY ADVOCACY AND EDUCATION TASKS

Seek the completion and approval

of a redrafted Blue Duck Recovery Plan;

Develop a clear identity for
"Operation Whio" as a single focus,

proactive, conservation programme

coordinated by DU and supported by

DowElanco;

Develop Blue Duck resource

material for schools;

Develop and produce a Blue

Duck general information pamphlet for
distribution through public information

centres in Biue Duck areas;

Undertake periodic media

releases to publicise the achievements of
"Operation Whio".
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FOR AROAND THE P(2ND

FENN TRAP MK 6

Deadly on ferrets, stoats, weasels and rats,

these all metal traps are easy to set and

are the ultimate quick kill tunnel trap.

$30.00 each or $50.00 pair

FENN TRAP TUNNEI,

These heavy duty moulded fenn trap

tunnels are perfect for safely setting your

Fenn Traps. Each tunnel can be used to

house either one or two traps, depending

on your set. As used by the Department

of Conservation, they actually increase

your catch rate.

$3s.oo

TIMMS TRAP

We now stock the well known and

effective Timms Trap to complement the

Fenn Trap. The Timms Trap is perfect

for larger animals, such as possums and

cats. Bait with either fruit or meat

depending on yfur trapping target.

$40.00

BA1T STATION
This waterproof heavy duty plastic bait

station is ideal for around your captive

pond or aviary. It has a huge bait reservoir

and can be used against possums, rabbits

and rats. It really is a "set and forget"

predator control weapon to add to your

trapping progralnme.

$25.00

GREY TEAI, NEST BOX

As featured in "Flight" magazine, these

Grey Teal nest boxes come in a

prefabricated form ready to assemble and

erect on your pond. They come complete

with mounts ready to fit to your own post.

$2s.00

€SS€NTJAL R€ADJNG

-

NEW ZEAI,AND WETI,ANDS: A

MANAGEMENT GUIDE

Far and away the most comprehensive

New Zealand guide to managing

wetlands. This has a load of answers to

your questions about how to build a

wetland, what to plant, what lives in a

wetland, what legal controls apply and

where to go for further information. This

book is required reading for anybody who

is serious about looking after wetlands.

$2s.00

ERIC HOSKING'S WII,DFOWI,

Amust for anybody interested in wildfowl
this book is full of magnificent
photographs by one of the worldls
foremost wildlife photographers.

$20.00

PONDS AND I.,AIGS FOR WATERFOT{],

Published in Britain by the Game

Conservancy, this book covers the

development and improvement of
waterfowl habitat with many interesting

ideas.

$s4.00

WETI,AIiIDS - DISCOVER]NG N.Z.'S
SHY PI,ACES

An excellent book in which the author, a

former QEII National Trust Regional

Representative, visits weflands of varying

types throughout New Zealarld.

$1s.00

rfle Du ART CALL€Ry

LIMITED EDITTON ART PRINTS

There are five fine art pints by fir,e New

ZeaLand afiists in this exclusive DU zLrt

series. All prints are signed and

numbered limited editions. They conte

to you unmounted so you can match your

choice of frame to your decor. The prints

are:

weAR yottR stlpPORT
FC"R WETLANDS

-

DU SII,K TIES
Our very attractive imported 100% silk

ties all feature the DU duck head in gold.

$40.00

DU MONOGRAI4MED POI,O SHIRT

Our hard wearing white polo shirts are

great casual wear. They feature an

embroidered DU Iogo and come in sizes

of small, medium, large and extra large.

$30.00

DU CAPS

These baseball style hats are one size fits

all and are in arange ofcolours including

black, red and blue. Keep the weather

out of your eyes, whatever the weather.

$1s.00

DU MONOGRAMMED CI,OTH PATCH

Orrr monogrammed cloth jacket patches

are available in navy and white. They

have overlocked edges and can easily be

sewn onto yourjacket.

$10.00

DU I,APEI. PINS
These look great on your jacket lapel.

Styles include the DUNZ logo lapel pin,

a duck head stick pin, a sma1l duck head

lapel pin, and the large duck head lapel

pin. Specify your choice.

$4.00

DU 2OTH AI{NIVERSARY T.SHIRT
These cotton, unbleached T:-shirts proudly

display a silkscreened D$logo and come

in sizes of medium, large and extra large.

Great summer T-shirt, or wear it under

your winter shirts for extra warmth.

Reduced to clear $15.00

DU DECAI,

Show your membership with pride with
our colourful logo in permanent vinyl
suitable for cars, boats, bags, anywhere.

$1.00

dttoyyinf

Brown Teal

Grey Teal-

Blue Duck

Shoveler

Mallards

$45.00 each

Pauline Morse

Lex Hedley

Paul Martinson

Russell Jackson

Janet Marshali

NEW ZEAIJAIiID WILDLIFE CARDS

These beautiful greeting cards feature

stunning photo's of our best known

sporting wildlife. They are blank inside

for you to personalise with your own

message, and come with their own

envelope. There are four cards in the

series including Mallard, Pheasant, Sika

Deer, and Rainbow Trout.

$3.00 each

Send your completed order form and payment details to,

Graham Gurr, P.O. Box 9795, Newmarket, Auckland. Ph:.09 489 5337

Please allow three weeks for delivery.

TOTAL $

Card No

PRICE TOTALITEM QTYName:

$ $
Address

Phone:

Signature:

Expires:

PAYMENTDETAILS
I enclose my cheque for
$ _ as payment.

Please charge my credit card

VISA/MASTERCARD Prices include GST and Postage & Packing

TaxlnvoiceRequired tr Tick

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING ITEMS

gffliq/1t 6Sti(th,t

I nt FLIGHT
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